
950/7 Hex-Plus Magnet 1 Magnetic L-key set, metric, chrome-plated, 7 pieces

L-Keys for Hexagon Socket Screws

   

EAN: 4013288111968 Size: 186x67x20 mm

Part number: 05022101001 Weight: 146 g

Article number: 950/7 Hex-Plus Magnet 1 Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82041100

L-keys for hexagonal socket screws

Hex-Plus allows socket head screws to live longer

High corrosion protection thanks to chrome-plating

L-keys are quickly to hand thanks to their size markings

Wear-resistant clip with magnetiser

 

High quality L-key set for hexagonal socket screws in a practical clip fastener with magnetiser. L-keys with Hex-Plus profile: offers a

larger contact surface within the screw head. This reduces the notching effects to a minimum and almost completely eliminates the risk

of destroying the screw recess. The ball-end on the long arm allows for reliable working even in difficult installation situations. The

precise chrome-plated design ensures high corrosion protection. The tools are quickly to hand thanks to the laser-engraved and thereby

wear-resistant size markings on the L-keys. It is often useful when the screw can be held on the L-key by magnetic force. The Wera

clips with magnetiser enable this advantage in a flash.
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950/7 Hex-Plus Magnet 1 Magnetic L-key set, metric, chrome-plated, 7 pieces

L-Keys for Hexagon Socket Screws

Hex-Plus Ball tip Magnetiser/Demagnetiser Magnetising

Hexagon screws can endure a

problem because the contact

surfaces delivering the power from

the conventional tool, is

transferred to the screw via very

small surface areas. The

consequence: the screw can

become damaged (rounding out).

Hex-Plus tools have a greater

contact surface that prevents this

from happening! At the same time,

as much as 20 % more torque can

be applied. Good to know: Hex-

Plus tools fit into every standard

hexagon socket screw!

The spherical drive profile means

that it is possible to swivel the axis

of the tool to that of the screw,

and therefore enable angled,

"around-the-corner" screwdriving

jobs.

For recessed screws, it's often

advantageous for the screw to be

held on the L-key by magnetic

force. The Wera clips with

magnetiser/demagnetiser enable a

magnetisation/demagnetisation of

L-keys in a flash.

Demagnetising Size identification Surface protection Secure hold and easy removal

The size of each L-keys has been

engraved by a laser. In addition

Take it easy L-keys have a colour

coding according to sizes - for

simple and rapid accessing of the

required tool. Making it easy to

find the right tool.

Chrome-plated hexagon L-keys for

outstanding surface protection and

long service life. High corrosion

protection.

The wear-resistant clip material

ensures that the L-keys are

securely held yet are easy to

remove.
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950/7 Hex-Plus Magnet 1 Magnetic L-key set, metric, chrome-plated, 7 pieces

L-Keys for Hexagon Socket Screws

Set contents:

950 PKL L-key, metric, chrome-plated, 1.5 x 90 mm
05022050001

1)

1x    1.5 x 90 mm

05022052001 1x    2 x 100 mm

05022054001 1x    2.5 x 112 mm

05022056001 1x    3 x 126 mm

05022058001 1x    4 x 140 mm

05022060001 1x    5 x 160 mm

05022062001 1x    6 x 180 mm

1) Regular hexagon
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